
She's Come Undone
by Wally Lamb

About the Book

Meet Dolores Price. She's 13, wise-mouthed but wounded, having bid her childhood goodbye. Beached like a whale in 

front of her bedroom TV, she spends the next few years nourishing herself with the Mallmomars, potato chips, and Pepsi 

her anxious mother supplies. When she finally rolls into young womanhood at 257 pounds, Dolores is no stronger and 

life is no kinder. But this time she's determined to rise to the occasion and give herself one more chance before really 

going belly up.

In this extraordinary coming-of-age odyssey, Wally Lamb invites us to hitch a wild ride on a journey of love, pain, and 

renewal with the most heartbreakingly comical heroine to come along in years. At once a fragile girl and a hard-edged 

cynic, so tough to love yet so inimitably lovable, Dolores is as poignantly real as our own imperfections. She's Come 

Undone includes a promise: you will never forget Dolores Price.

Discussion Guide

1. How does Dolores' life parallel her mother's and how does she ultimately triumph and move beyond her tie to her 

mother's failures?

2. Discuss the significance of water in the novel - as a symbol of both Dolores' breaking points and eventual recovery.

3. How is religion, particulary Catholicism, treated in the novel? Is it a legitimate source of strength or simply another 

crutch to avoid dealing with the real problems in Dolores' family?

4. Death, in many forms, frequently occurs in the novel. What is the impact of death on Dolores and is she ever able to 

move beyond the initial tragedy of her baby brother's death?
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5. Throughout her life, no matter where she is, Dolores always feels like on outsider. What perspective of reality dictates 

her actions - is Dolores misguided or is she a victim of her circumstances?

6. How is Dolores' sexuality used to reflect her voyage in society Is her path in life guided by her dysfunctional 

relationships with men, beginning with her father, or are the men in her life simply potholes in her quest to search for her 

identity?

7. Dolores' earliest memory revolves around the day her family received their first television set. Discuss the prevalence 

of popular culture in the novel, both in the shaping of Dolores' identity and the world she lives in.

8. Whether talented or not, many characters in the novel express themselves through some form of art. Does "art imitate 

life" or does "life imitate art," and how is art used to give life to the characters and their emotions?

9. Dolores frequently encounters people in her life who mirror family members who have disappointed her over the 

years. What is the role of the family and how does Dolores ultimately compensate for her losses through her 

relationships with caring outsiders?

10. Dolores is both adored and loathed for her unconventional appearance. How is body image treated in the novel and 

how does it affect Dolores' growth and placement in society. Is her problem with social assimilation unique to her 

experience or a symptom of our society's definition of beauty?

11. Discuss the significance of Dolores' mother's flying leg painting. Her mother is killed before she really gets a chance 

to fly -- what facilitates Dolores' ability to finally accept her mother's failures and create her own wings to fly towards a 

better future?

12. Much of the attention of She's Come Undone has focused on a male writer's ability (or inability) to write 

authentically in the voice of a female character. What other male fiction writers of the present and/or the past have 

experimented with women's "voices'? What female writers have written in the voice of males? Is it appropriate for 

fiction writers to give themselves such "gender-bending" assignments? Is it politically correct? Is it a more socially 

acceptable task for writers of one gender than for the other?

13. Wally Lamb has described "good literature" as writing that explores the imperfections of the world and "kicks 

readers in their pants, shakes them out of their complacency about a world that needs fixing." Do you agree or disagree 

with this definition? How does it apply to She's Come Undone?

Author Bio

Wally Lamb is the author of five novels, including the New York Times and national bestseller, THE HOUR I FIRST 

BELIEVED and WISHIN' AND HOPIN', a bestselling Christmas novella. His first two works of fiction, SHE'S COME 

UNDONE and I KNOW THIS MUCH IS TRUE, were both number one New York Times bestsellers and selections of 

Oprah?s Book Club. Lamb edited COULDN'T KEEP IT TO MYSELF and I'LL FLY AWAY, two volumes of essays 

from students in his writing workshop at York Correctional Institution, a women?s prison in Connecticut, where he has 

been a volunteer facilitator for 15 years. He lives in Connecticut with his wife, Christine. The Lambs are the parents of 



three sons.

Critical Praise

"There are at least two surprises in store for readers of Lamb's memorable debut novel. One is the author's sex. This male 

writes so convincingly in the voice of a female, tracing her life from 4 to 40, that you have to keep looking back at the 

jacket picture just to make sure. The second surprise is how such a string of trials and tribulations can add up to such a 

touchingly funny book... "
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